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at Michigan State University
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Celebrating Five Years of Solidarity
Letter from the President
Dear UNTF Members,
Congratulations to all of you, as members of your Union, for five good strong years! We,
as officers, staff, and negotiating team, thank you for all your hard work and solidarity.
You are our purpose for being.

What’s inside
Five years, then and now
Non-renewal Letters

We have had two great multi-year contracts that secures annual merit raises solely for
fixed-term teaching faculty for the past five straight years. Your strong and dedicated
bargaining team has increased our minimum pay by 22% from 2010 to October 2015!
One of our greatest achievements as a Union is the creation of a job security measure for
fixed term faculty. Our Designation B process allows faculty to earn rolling three-year
contracts and is a model for other contingent faculty contracts around the country.
Because travel grants often go to tenure-track faculty and grad students first, UNTF has
also introduced a professional development fund just for UNTF members.

Having a Union Doesn’t Cost, It
Pays (Salary Table, 2010-2016)
Lecturer Update
Meet the Officers
Call for Reps

Despite the union-busting Right to Freeload law passed by our state legislature in 2012,
we have continued to stay strong and viable. It is your support, your membership that
allows us to protect, support, and serve you. We thank you, and appreciate your
continued discussion of the importance of our Union with your colleagues who are not
full members. It is only through a strong union that we can continue to protect all of us as
fixed-term faculty.

Upcoming events

In addition, we have had some recent wonderful outcomes using our contractual
grievance process. We have assisted several members who faced disciplines, making sure
their departments stayed accountable to their own policies and to our contract. UNTF
has also recovered $650 in jury duty pay which was wrongly deducted from a member’s
paycheck when she was still working full time along with serving as a juror. We also
secured $3100 for a member who was being paid at the wrong level for her credentials.

Cont. on p. 5

Penny Gardner, UNTF President
2010-present

Contact us
2990 E. Lake Lansing Rd., Ste. 201-E
East Lansing, MI 48823
(517) 203-0880
office@untf.org
www.untf.org
www.facebook.com/UNTF1855

Five years: Where are we going, where have we been
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We’ve come a long way in just
five years, and the struggle has
been long but rewarding. Take a
look back at working conditions
before UNTF’s first contract,
compared to where we are now.
UNTF’s goal is to make sure that
faculty at MSU have stable jobs
with benefits and dignity. We
want to see a long-term work
force rather than a new set of
faculty shuffling in and out every
semester. Things aren’t perfect
yet, and we still face new
challenges and threats. But here’s
what we’ve accomplished so far:

Salary
The Raise Pool
Before our first contract, fixedterm faculty had no minimum
salaries. While minimum salaries
did exist, they applied only to
those already on the tenure track.
Departments could pay
contingent faculty anything at all
per course. Some fixed-term
faculty received an occasional
raise, but merit pay was
calculated by putting all salaries
into a pool and distributing as the
chair saw fit. In actual practice,
most or all of this money went to
tenure-track faculty. Even though
the raise pool included
everyone’s salary, there was
nothing to stop a chair from
giving it all to those already at the
top of the pay scale.
As one member of a department
that relies heavily on fixed-term
faculty remarked, “I was told
when I started here not to expect
a raise, ever – that fixed-termers
hadn’t had a raise in years. I got
my very first raise when the UNTF
contract kicked in.”

Minimums
Our contract mandates
minimums for fixed-term faculty
at each rank. A number of UNTF
members receive raises each
October when those minimums
increase. In a recent meeting,
UNTF learned that the College of
Arts and Letters had not
increased its base salary for
semester employees for ten
years. Only in October 2014,
when the UNTF contractual
minimums caught up and
exceeded the CAL base rate, was
the college finally forced to
increase its minimum rate from
$36,000 per year for a full-time
Assistant Professor to $37,318.

Every single year since
UNTF formed, we have
received a larger merit
pool for raises than
tenure-track and nonunion faculty.
Union vs. non-union
Because fixed-term teaching
faculty are the only faculty and
academic staff on campus
represented by a union, the
university applies different raises
to those of us in the union and
those on the tenure track or with
non-union duties. Some of us
even get two separate raises each
year: a union raise for the
teaching portion of our
appointment and a non-union
raise for other duties. (See the
chart on page 6 for a breakdown
of union and non-union raises
over the past few years.) The
reality is that every single year
since UNTF formed, we have
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received a larger merit pool for
raises than tenure-track and
other non-union faculty. We
have real power at the bargaining
table and we lock in our raises for
each year of the contract
regardless of outside economic
pressures.
In contrast, all other faculty rely
on UCFA (the University
Committee on Faculty Affairs) to
advocate for them. The salary
table on page 6 lets you compare
the annual recommendations to
the actual merit rates in any given
year. Collective bargaining is
powerful and gives us all a say in
our own working conditions.
Raise audits
UNTF staff conducts an annual
audit of the raise process to make
sure all raise money for fixedterm teaching faculty is
distributed properly. We go
through every single individual
who has had a UNTF appointment
and make sure they were
considered for a raise if they met
the eligibility requirements. We
also make sure that the total
amount of raise money has been
distributed each year.
When we began these audits, we
found that the process had
minimal central internal oversight
– which meant that, thanks to the
grievance process, UNTF
members received $67,000 in
back raises that hadn’t been
distributed. Being part of a union
means looking out for one
another collectively and
individually.
Cont. on p. 3
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Job Security
(Designation B)
Some fixed-term faculty received –
and still receive – longer-term
contracts of two to four years.
With our contract in place, any
fixed-term faculty member can
apply for a rolling contract once
s/he has begun the tenth semester
of employment in six years. We
now have 50 UNTF members with
Designation B status and an
additional 48 who were granted
multi-year contracts without
completing the Designation B
process – that means that almost
20% of the UNTF has some
measure of job security.
The process itself has required
extensive vigilance on the part of
UNTF staff and officers. Many
departments failed to establish
criteria for successful completion
of the Designation B application.
You can view your department or
college’s criteria at
www.untf.org/designation-b.
One college, Comm Arts, created
criteria that were arguably more
onerous than those required to
receive tenure! After UNTF filed a
grievance alleging that the college
was not following its contractual
obligation to its employees, CAS
significantly revised its criteria and
began approving qualified
applicants.
During our 2014 negotiations, we
changed Designation B from a
three year appointment to a 3-year
rolling appointment, meaning that
an individual has their contract
extended at the end of each
academic year so that they always
have 3 years “in the bank.”
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Performance Review
and Reappointment
Before UNTF, many fixed-term
employees were excluded from
the annual review process used
for other faculty and academic
staff. Our first contract
guaranteed annual evaluations to
all AY employees, and our current
contract refines the process
further to make sure all fixedterm faculty get evaluated at
least once a year.
What’s the advantage to getting
an annual evaluation? First, it’s a
respect issue. We are ‘real’
faculty and should be treated as
such – as full members of a
department with valued
contributions to the discipline.
Second, our contract explicitly
ties evaluations to annual merit
raises, which lessens the
likelihood of a chair handing out
top raises to the favored few with
no accountability. If an employee
does not receive an evaluation,
they are assumed to be
performing without concern.
Finally, having clear performance
criteria in place and a regularly
scheduled evaluation of those
criteria means that departments
are less likely to fall back only on
student ratings or SIRS scores to
decide an employee’s future
appointment (or lack thereof)
and/or merit raises. Student
course evaluations are a useful
tool for teachers, but they should
not be the only standard to
measure teacher performance,
and our contract encourages
departments to use multiple
sources of information to
evaluate faculty performance.
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Letter from the President. Cont. from p. 1
And finally--well really not finally--your UNTF Executive Board works tirelessly in continuing to be informed of
policies, practices, and concerns to you and others. Please see the list elsewhere in this newsletter, and recognize
them for their hard work.
Further, as a staff, OMG! We are so fortunate to have a hot shot organizer in Elizabeth Pellerito, and an obsessive
know it all about Unions, Labor, Negotiating and Servicing our members, Joe Marutiak. Please do draw upon these
amazing professionals as the need arises, or otherwise.
I hope to see many of you who have been active over the years, and many new faces, as we work together to

picts
overturn MSU’s forthcoming policy that would appoint new fixed-term teaching faculty as Lecturers rather than as

Assistant Professors. You can read more about this challenge facing us on page 6. We will truly need “all hands on
deck” if we are going to protect the rights of incoming faculty and the quality of education here at MSU.
I am solidly yours,
Penny Gardner, PhD
President and Assistant Professor, WRAC

Non-Renewal Letters: UNTF Files Group Grievance
Our contract has always said that departments must give all employees notice of whether they will be rehired at least 30 days before
the end of their appointment. Our second contract, which went into effect last June, gives this clause more “teeth” by stipulating
that departments which have been notified of missed deadlines and which still fail to issue notice must give affected employees two
weeks’ pay.
In April, UNTF notified HR of 130 employees who had not received notification of their renewal status from their departments. After
the three-day grace period, 60 employees still had not heard whether or not they had been renewed. UNTF and MSU have had
several meetings to discuss the status of reappointment and payment for these individuals.
MSU and UNTF disagree on whether employees are owed payment in a number of these cases. In addition, we disagree over
whether the affected employees should receive two weeks’ pay based only on their teaching percentage or based on their entire
appointment salary.
Our Step 2 grievance meeting is currently being scheduled and will take place in early July. UNTF will contact those individuals who
have been confirmed to receive two weeks’ pay directly.
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In 1995, tenure-track
faculty far outnumbered
those on fixed-term
contracts (2038 to 1358,
respectively). In just
twenty years, tenuretrack faculty have fallen
to below 40% of the total
number of faculty and
academic staff at MSU.

Tenure-Track vs. Nontenure-Track Faculty at MSU, 2011-2015 (source: MSU Office of Planning and Budgets)
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Salary Comparisons: Having a Union Doesn’t Cost – It Pays!issue, date

The chart below breaks down raises for all faculty on campus so you can track the difference having a union has made for all of us.
UNTF Raise: Agreed upon at the bargaining table by both sides for the life of the contract. UNTF members have locked in raises for
Fall 2015 (2.25% merit and 2% minimum increases), 2016 (2% merit and 2% minimums), and 2017 (2% merit and 2% minimums).
Minimums: The minimum salary levels at each rank. MSU maintains separate minimums for tenure-track and nontenure-track
faculty.
College Market Pool: Distributed at the college level and open to all faculty and academic staff regardless of union status.
Non-Union/TT Raise: Distributed to all faculty on the tenure track, continuing faculty, and fixed-term faculty with non-teaching
duties. Note that a single employee may receive a union raise and a non-union raise in a single year if they have a split appointment.
Dean’s Withhold: In non-union raise pools, the Dean of the college may keep 0.15% of the raise pool to distribute as he or she sees
fit, either for faculty pay or for special programs or other needs.
UCFA Recommendation: Each spring the University of Faculty Affairs issues a recommendation for faculty raises based on MSU’s
standing in the Big Ten and other factors. It is up to central administration to decide the amount of non-union raises
Provost Market: A pool used solely
Year UNTF Raise
College
TT/NonProvost
UCFA Rec at the discretion of the Provost and
Market
union
Market
for TT Fac not open to UNTF faculty.

2016

2015

2% merit,
0%
2% minimums
projected
GUARANTEED
2.25% merit,
0.5%
2% minimums

2014

2.75% merit,
5% minimums

0.5%

2013

2.% merit
2% minimums

0.75%

2012

2011

2010

2% merit,
2% minimums

1.5% merit,
1.5% minimums

1% for those
who have been
at MSU 10+
years,
10% minimum

0.5%

0.5%

0%

Raise
2%
projected
2% merit,
-0.15%
Dean’s
withhold
2% merit,
-0.15%
Dean’s
withhold
1.5% merit,
-0.15%
Dean’s
withhold
1.5% merit,
- 0.15%
Dean’s
withhold
1.5% merit,
-0.15%
Dean’s
withhold
0%

0.5%
projected

Not yet
completed

0.5%

4% merit,
1.25%
market

0.5%,
1% add’l
market
pool Jan 1,
2015
0.5%

4% merit,
1.25%
market

3% merit,
1.25%
market

Increases to Minimums,
2008-2014
UNTF Faculty Minimums: 20.5%
Tenure Track Minimums: 11%

100
95

1%

3% merit,
1% market

90
80
75

0.5%

2% merit,
1% market

90.3

85

70
65

80.5
76.4

0% merit,
1% market

77.8

86.1
79.7

71.5
2008

0%

84

92.5

2011
Asst Prof
Assoc Prof
Full Prof

2014

Ratio of Nontenure-Track Faculty
Minimum Salaries to TenureTrack Faculty Minimum Salaries,
2008-2014
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MSU Plans to Move Forward with Destructive Lecturer Policy

Last year, UNTF learned that MSU was trying to push through a policy stating that all incoming fixed-term teaching
faculty would be hired as Lecturers, rather than as Assistant Professors or with other ranks. We surveyed our members,
who were nearly universally strongly opposed to such a measure. We met with MSU numerous times to express our
dismay at a policy that seems intended to de-professionalize those who do the work at the heart of MSU’s mission –
teaching. MSU stated that its main justification for such a change was to make themselves look better on national salary
surveys, and UNTF definitively proved that MSU would continue to be at the bottom of Big Ten salary rankings even if
the change was made. In response, MSU has said that their new justification is “accuracy” – even though teaching
undergraduate courses in this day and age has little to do with actual “lecturing.”
When we last met with MSU, they indicated that they were still planning to move ahead with the policy, and expected
to complete a version of the policy by this June. They expected the policy to take effect for incoming faculty in January
2016. UNTF has consulted with our lawyers and we plan to fight these changes by filing an Unfair Labor Practice charge
against MSU for imposing changes in working conditions without negotiating.
While the legal side of things is important, we ALL need to step up and support the integrity of our work and our titles.
We need to communicate to the university community – students, parents, faculty and staff – that our work is important
and valuable and we need to be accorded the same respect other faculty receive. As such, we will be launching a
campaign this fall to pressure MSU to change its mind about this policy. We will be educating the community about who
we are and what we do and reaching out to others to join us.
We need your help to make this campaign happen. If you can give a small amount of time to plan events, help create
posters and informational materials, or even just occasionally send updates to your coworkers, please sign up by
emailing us at office@untf.org. Together we can turn back this destructive policy, but it will take all of us to make a
difference and protect our titles!
See our website for more resources about this issue.

Call for Local Representatives
As we launch our campaign to overturn the
policy stripping ranks from new fixed-term
faculty, we will need all hands on deck.
We are urgently looking for members from
each department to sit on a planning
committee for this campaign. If you have an
hour or two a month to spare and the drive to
make conditions better for future and current
faculty members, please email us at
office@untf.org or call the office at (517) 203
0880.
We look forward to hearing from you!

UNTF Officers and Staff
Penny Gardner, President
Deborah Carmichael, Vice
President
Rich Manderfield, Financial Chair
Brian Holcomb, Treasurer
David Medei, Secretary
Peter Sakura, Organizing Chair
Joe Marutiak, Office Manager
Elizabeth Pellerito, Lead Organizer
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Union of Nontenure-Track Faculty
2990 E. Lake Lansing Rd., Ste. 201-E
East Lansing, MI 48823

Join us this fall!
NEW FACULTY can stop by our table at the New Faculty Orientation on
Tuesday, August 25 for information and freebies!
All members should watch your inboxes for news about our Professional
Development Travel Fund. Any full member can apply for a grant to help
alleviate the cost of attending professional trainings and conferences.
Stay tuned for more communications from UNTF this fall, including welcome
events and our fall General Membership Meeting. Date and time TBA.
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